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WHO IS DANNY CLINCH?  

DANNY CLINCH is an award winning photographer and filmmaker who has 

established himself as one of the premiere photographers of the popular music 

scene.  Born in Toms River, New Jersey, Clinch attended Ocean County College 

and earned his degree at New England School of Photography in Boston, 

Massachusetts.  

Clinch began his career as an intern for Annie Leibovitz and assisted Steven 

Meisel, Timothy White and Mary Ellen Mark. He went on to photograph the likes of 

Johnny Cash, Bruce Springsteen, Tupac Shakur, Neil Young, Dave Matthews 

Band, Phish, Radiohead and Björk. His unobtrusive style is one of the features that 

Clinch's photographic subjects enjoy. 

Danny has shot many highly regarded advertising campaigns for clients such as 

John Varvatos, Absolut, Dewar’s, Ray-Ban, Jeep, NASCAR, to name a few. His 

work has also appeared in publications such as Vanity Fair, Rolling Stone, GQ, 

Esquire, The New Yorker, and The New York Times Magazine.  His photographs 

have also graced the covers of hundreds of albums.   

Clinch has presented his work in numerous galleries around the world and 

published two books: Discovery Inn (1998) and When the Iron Bird Flies (2000). As 

a director, Clinch has received 2 Grammy Award nominations: in 2005 for Bruce 

Springsteen’s “Devils and Dust” and in 2009 for John Mayer’s “Where The Light 

Is.” He has also directed music videos for Willie Nelson, Tom Waits, Pearl Jam, 

John Legend, Mellissa Etheridge, Foo Fighters and Dave Matthews, among 

others. 

Other music documentaries and concert films directed by Clinch include 2007′s 

“Immagine in Cornice,” following Pearl Jam through their Italy tour, 2006′s “Skin & 

Bones” featuring the Foo Fighters, and several films from the Bonnaroo music 

festival. 

In 2011 he completed “Live From Preservation Hall: A Louisiana Fairytale,” a film 

that documents the collaboration between My Morning Jacket and the Preservation 

Hall Jazz Band in the band’s historic New Orleans concert hall.  
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WHO IS THIS?  

 

Brazilian Girls shot for Verve Records - Brooklyn NY 2006 

 

Brazilian Girls is a band from New York City known for their 

eclectic blend of electronic dance music with musical styles 

as diverse as tango, chanson, house, reggae and lounge. 
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WHO IS THIS?  

  

Joseph Arthur - shot for Joseph - Brooklyn NY 2008 

 

Joseph Arthur is a contemporary singer-songwriter from 

Akron, Ohio. He was discovered by Peter Gabriel in the 

mid-'90s, and signed to Gabriel's Real World label. 

 

The debut album Big City Secrets was released worldwide 

in spring 1997, and Joseph joined Gabriel's WOMAD tour 

in Europe. Two years later, Joseph recorded a mini-album 

called Vacancy, which earned him a Grammy nomination 

in 2000 for best recording package. 
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WHO IS THIS?  

Lucinda Williams - shot for Mercury Records/Nashville - Los Angeles, CA 2002 

Lucinda Williams (born January 26, 1953) is an American rock, folk, blues, 

and country music singer and songwriter. Known for working slowly, Lucinda 

recorded and released only one other album in the next several years (Sweet 

Old World in 1992) before her greatest success came in 1998 with Car Wheels 

on a Gravel Road. 
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WHO IS THIS?  

Couple in front of Louvre - Danny personal shot during Ben 

Harper Pleasure & Pain Paris, France 2000 
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WHO IS THIS?  

Surfboards - personal shoot - Hawaii 2006 
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 WHO IS THIS?  

  

Hawaii triptych - personal shoot - Hawaii 2008 
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WHO IS THIS?  

  

Records (Sonic Youth shoot) shot for Nasty Little Man - 

New York 1999 
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WHO IS THIS?  

  

Brazilian Girls shot for Verve Records - Brooklyn NY 2006 

 

Brazilian Girls is a band from New York City known for 

their eclectic blend of electronic dance music with musical 

styles as diverse as tango, chanson, house, reggae and 

lounge. 
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WHO IS THIS?   

Circus trapeze artist 
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WHO IS THIS?   

Citizen Cope - shot for Arista Records - Memphis, TN  2004 

Citizen Cope is the pseudonym of Clarence Greenwood, an 

American musician. After releasing his demo tape, Cope was signed 

to Capitol Records, where he recorded Shotguns. The Washington 

Post did a large feature on Cope in early 2002, declaring Greenwood 

the most soulful artist since Marvin Gaye. 

In September 2004, Citizen Cope released his second record, The 

Clarence Greenwood Recordings, which became an underground 

classic. The album has sold more than 273,000 records to date, 

without any commercial or college radio play. Throughout 2008, 

Citizen Cope sold more than 100,000 tickets in North America alone, 

doing more than 120 shows. 
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WHO IS THIS?  

Jack Johnson - shot for Universal Records Oahu Hawaii 2003 

Jack Johnson is a Hawaiian singer-songwriter, musician, 

filmmaker and surfer, known for his work in the soft rock genre.  

Before perfecting his casual rock star ways, he was a champion 

surfer on the professional route.   

Stateside dates with Ben Harper helped Johnson expand his 

audience, and On and On eventually climbed to number three on 

the Billboard charts. His sixth album, Sleep Through the Static, 

was issued in February 2008 and went platinum within a month of 

its release, a testament to Johnson's enduring popularity.  
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WHO IS THIS?  

Green Day is an American rock trio that was originally part of the punk 

rock scene California. Punk revivalists in style, this raucous trio 

achieved triple-platinum status with their major-label debut, Dookie. 

Although Green Day's taut, three-minute, guitar-driven songs ably 

revive the fierceness of the group's stylistic progenitors (the Who, the 

Clash and the Sex Pistols), punk's original aim — to annoy, outrage, 

shock — is not Green Day's thing.  

Their major label debut Dookie (1994) became a breakout success 

and eventually sold over 10 million copies in the U.S. and 15 million 

worldwide. As a result, Green Day was widely credited with reviving 

mainstream interest in and popularizing punk rock in the United States.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

His reign as King of the Blues has been as long as that of any 

monarch on earth. Yet B.B. King continues to wear his crown well. 

At age 76, he is still light on his feet, singing and playing the blues 

with relentless passion. For more than half a century, Riley B. King 

- better known as B.B. King - has defined the blues for a 

worldwide audience. Since he started recording in the 1940s, he 

has released over fifty albums, many of them classics.   
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WHO IS THIS?    

Folk, blues, hard rock, country, jazz and reggae are just a 

few of the genres that singer, songwriter and guitarist Ben 

Harper has delved into throughout his career. His 

eclecticism has made him hard to categorize, and he's 

played alongside all types of other performers (as a 

participant in the H.O.R.D.E. festival, as well as guesting 

on albums by artists as diverse as John Lee Hooker and 

Beth Orton).  
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WHO IS THIS?  

South African vocalist/guitarist Dave Matthews formed the Dave 

Matthews Band, presenting a more pop-oriented version of the 

Grateful Dead crossed with the worldbeat explorations of Paul Simon 

and Sting. The band built up a strong word-of-mouth following in the 

early '90s by touring the country constantly, concentrating on college 

campuses. Signing with RCA, the Dave Matthews Band released 

their major label  debut, Under the Table and Dreaming, in the fall of 

1994. By spring of 1995, the record had launched the hit single 

"What Would You Say" and sold over a million copies.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

While he was drumming with Nirvana, Dave Grohl was recording original 

songs at home that never received public release. Those tapes would 

become the foundation of Foo Fighters, the band he formed in 1995, after 

the death of Kurt Cobain. Like Nirvana, Foo Fighters melded loud, heavy 

guitars with pretty melodies and mixed punk sensibilities with a sharp 

sense of pop songwriting. The band's self-titled debut, consisting solely of 

Dave Grohl's solo recordings, was released on July 4, 1995. It was an 

instant success in America, as "This Is a Call" garnered heavy alternative 

and album rock airplay. By early 1996, the album was certified platinum in 

the U.S. 
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WHO IS THIS?   

Carlos Santana has been reinventing and reshaping the 

landscape of the known universe's musical culture for 

close to four decades. A visionary artist with no regards for 

genre boundaries, Carlos' fluid sound long ago laid claim 

to the concept of "world music"  before the term ever 

surfaced on pop culture radar. Having evolved and 

expanded for over four decades, the "Carlos" sound could 

well be on its way to becoming interplanetary music. He'll 

win you over with one strum.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

Moby was one of the most controversial figures in techno music, 

alternately praised for bringing a face to the notoriously anonymous 

electronic genre, as well as being scorned by hordes of techno artists 

and fans for diluting and trivializing the form. In either case, Moby 

was one of the most important dance music figures of the early '90s, 

helping bring the music to a mainstream audience both in England 

and in America. Moby fused rapid disco beats with heavy distorted 

guitars, punk rhythms, and detailed productions that drew equally 

from pop, dance, and movie soundtracks.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

Elvis Costello exploded on the late-1970s music scene as part of a new 

wave of brash singer/songwriters who reinvigorated the literate, lyrical 

traditions of Bob Dylan and Van Morrison with the raw energy and sass 

that were principal ethics of punk. Early in his career, Costello listed 

"revenge and guilt" as his primary motivations, but what really counted 

was the construction of his songs, which set densely layered wordplays in 

an ever-expanding repertoire of styles.  

Granted, some members of the pop intelligentsia never forgave Costello 

for moving beyond the brazen minimalist urgency of his early seminal 

albums; but it's just this progress that has allowed the singer to remain a 

relevant, respected artist.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

Instead of techno, DJ Logic’s growing catalog of recordings is more 

likely to be filed under jazz and hip-hop. This is no small 

accomplishment, and his popularity is as much a reflection of his 

musicianship as it is of his diplomacy, his skill as an electronic-music 

ambassador. DJ Logic combines textures and weaves them into 

something completely new. He adds table beats to electrified blues 

riffs and salsa grooves. He attacks hard rock and punk with a jazz 

sensibility. This diversity of musical settings has become Logic's 

hallmark - his music is a recipe for jazz with the ingredients as Bronx 

as hip-hop.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

The epitome of cool, Tony Bennett is second only to Frank 

Sinatra as an interpreter of classic jazz-inflected American 

song. Careful articulation, a sure sense of swing, and an air 

of restrained bemusement characterize his style. Originally 

popular in the late '50s, Tony Bennett enjoyed a remarkable 

resurgence in the early '90s. 
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WHO IS THIS?   

Dave Grohl of Foo Fighters.   
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WHO IS THIS?   

For nearly four decades Bruce Springsteen has been a rock & roll 

working-class hero: a plainspoken visionary. He is a fervent and 

sincere romantic whose insights into everyday lives — especially in 

America's small-town,  working-class heartland — have earned 

comparisons to John Steinbeck and Woody Guthrie. His belief in 

rock's mythic past and its potential revitalized pop music and made  

Springsteen a superstar in the '80s. Since then, he has remained 

true to his artistic calling and shown himself, in carefully selected 

interviews, to be among the most thoughtful and articulate artists in 

rock.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

One of the most recognizable characters in modern-

day R&B, Beyoncé first rose to fame as the siren-

voiced centerpiece of Destiny's Child before 

embarking on a multi-platinum solo career in 2001.  

Booming record sales, Grammy awards, movie roles, 

and a wedding to rapper/CEO Jay-Z combined to 

heighten her profile in the 2000s, making the singer a 

virtual mainstay in the entertainment world.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

In more than thirty-years as a recording artist, Neil Young has 

experienced as many extreme low points of critical and commercial 

success as he has high but, without a doubt, he is one of the most 

important rock composers and performers North America can claim. 

His signature raw nasal tone, shrill guitar playing, highly personal 

lyric-writing, and hippie-cowboy loner stance have helped shape 

rock and roll as it has advanced from adolescence into maturity. 

Through his experimentation with every genre, from folk to heavy 

metal to rockabilly to techno, Young has created a sound and feel 

uniquely his own.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

Iggy Pop was the front man for the rock band The 

Stooges (1967-74); his on-stage antics (including self-

mutilation) and raw sound made him a hero for punk 

rockers a decade later. In the 1970s he collaborated 

with David Bowie on such songs as "Nightclubbing" 

and "Lust for Life," and in 1982 he published his 

autobiography, I Need More. He resurfaced in rock 

music in 1986 with his first hit single, "Real Wild Child." 
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WHO IS THIS?   

For over 40 years, Bob Dylan has remained, along with James Brown, the most 

influential American musician rock and roll has ever produced and the most 

important of the '60s. Inscrutable and unpredictable, Dylan has been both deified 

and denounced for every shift of interest, while whole schools of musicians took 

up his ideas. His lyrics — the first in rock to be seriously regarded as literature — 

became so well known that politicians from Jimmy Carter to Vaclav Havel have 

cited them as an influence. He still had the ability to challenge, influence, and 

surprise listener — something he did more reliably from the late-1990s forward 

than at any time since early in his career.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

Willie Nelson has twice revolutionized country music - first as a writer, then as a 

performer. A maverick who has long favored his personal inclinations over conventional 

wisdom, Nelson's career has encompassed roles as hit songwriter and country-hippie 

icon, actor and elder country statesman. He's rarely played to any of these personas; 

rather, he's likely to suddenly turn in a different direction entirely. 
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WHO IS THIS?   

Jack Johnson is a Hawaiian singer-songwriter, musician, 

filmmaker and surfer, known for his work in the soft rock 

genre.  Before perfecting his casual rock star ways, he was a 

champion surfer on the professional route. Stateside dates 

with Ben Harper helped Johnson expand his audience, and 

On and On eventually climbed to number three on the 

Billboard charts. His sixth album, Sleep Through the Static, 

was issued in February 2008 and went platinum within a 

month of its release, a testament to Johnson's enduring 

popularity. 
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WHO IS THIS?   

Neo-soul singer and pianist John Legend combined the raw 

fervor of contemporaries Cody ChesnuTT and the burning 

precision of D'Angelo. Born John Stephens, Not yet out of his 

teens, Legend was tapped to play piano on Lauryn Hill's 

"Everything Is Everything" and after completing college. He 

also became an in-demand session musician, playing and 

occasionally writing for a wide array of artists, including Alicia 

Keys, Twista, Janet Jackson, and Kanye West. This led to 

three Grammy Awards: Best R&B Album, Best R&B Male 

Vocal Performance, and Best New Artist.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

In the 2000s no musician has been able to deftly navigate 

the terrain between R&B, pop, soul, and rock as successfully 

as John Mayer.  Throughout his career his deference for 

music traditions, consummate musicianship, and keen sense 

of melody has kept him atop the charts and in constant radio 

rotation.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

After disbanding the Police at the peak of their popularity in 1984, Sting 

quickly established himself as a viable solo artist, one obsessed with 

expanding the boundaries of pop music. Sting incorporated heavy elements 

of jazz, classical, and world beat into his music, writing lyrics that were 

literate and self-consciously meaningful, and he was never afraid to 

emphasize this fact in the press. For such unabashed ambition, he was 

equally loved and reviled, with supporters believing that he was at the 

forefront of literate, intelligent rock and his critics finding his entire body of 

work pompous. 
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WHO IS THIS?   

No female rap artist paralleled the success of Missy Elliott, 

neither during her reign nor before, and none was more 

deserving. Unlike most of urban music's female superstars, 

Missy writes her own songs as well as performs them, and 

her creative wit in on a par with her stylish demeanor. In 

addition to her talent and showmanship, she established 

herself as a genuine hit maker alongside her longtime 

producer, Timbaland.  As a result, she defied every 

stereotype imaginable without forsaking her broad fan base.  
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WHO IS THIS?   

In a short span of time, Kanye West went from hit making producer to just 

plain hit maker, as his stellar production work earned him a solo record 

deal and soon his beats were accompanied by his own witty raps on a 

number of critically and commercially successful releases. His flamboyant 

personality also made a mark. West showcased a dapper fashion sense 

that set him apart from most of his rap peers, and his confidence often 

came across as boastful or even egotistic, albeit amusingly. Whether it was 

his appearance or his rhetoric, or even just his music, this young man 

became a superstar on his own terms. 
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WHO IS THIS?   

There are few artists who truly merit “legendary” status. Without a doubt, 

Bo Diddley is one of them. His crucial role in the birth of Rock & Roll and 

his impact on the direction of popular music ever since has proven that he 

indeed has earned his title of  “The Originator.” In the span of his decades-

old career, Bo has never left the limelight. Along with his various film 

appearances, he also starred alongside athlete Bo Jackson in the famous 

“Bo Knows” Nike commercials. Bo was invited to perform at the 

Presidential Inaugurations of both George Bush and Bill Clinton, while John 

F. Kennedy requested a private performance at the White House. Bo has a 

star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and the list just goes on... 
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